Abstract-This paper deals with MIMO channel modeling according to the correlation level in underground railway tunnels for various antenna configurations for the transmitting and receiving arrays. MIMO channel matrices have been computed with a 3D ray-tracing based software at 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz in two different tunnel environments: 1) a 1-track empty tunnel with a square cross section, 2) a 1-track tunnel with a square cross section in which a train is parked between the transmitter and the receiver. In this paper, two different strategies are investigated to model the MIMO channel using the Kronecker and the Weichselberger correlation based channel models. The first one is to model the MIMO channel using a single model over the total tunnel length. The second one takes into account the correlation at the receiving side according to the transmitter-receiver distance. In the latter solution, it is possible to isolate specific areas in the tunnel with specific correlation properties and model them in an independent way to take them into account in a system simulation. In this paper, these two modeling strategies are compared in terms of channel capacity.
I. INTRODUCTION New technologies of communication and information
are today key components for mass transit systems operation with applications, such as control and command, embedded surveillance, maintenance reporting or video on demand [1] . These wireless systems are often deployed using radiating cables, wave guides, or antennas, using in this case free propagation in tunnels. The wireless systems must be able to maximize data rate (several applications on the same radio medium), or robustness (decreasing the number of radio access points, or increasing the QoS) while avoiding the increase in transmitting power and/or transmission bandwidth.
MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) systems appear to answer the needs for robust and high data rate communications, without an additional power or bandwidth consumption [2] . In an environment full of multipaths, the use of multiple antenna arrays at both the transmitting and receiving sides leads to the identification of several independent propagation channels which are linked to the rank of the channel matrix H [3] , [4] . The capacity of the MIMO channel depends on this rank. With spatial correlation or key hole effect in the channel, the H matrix will be degenerated [5] , [6] . Previous works have shown the interest and efficiency of such a system in transport environments [7] . Nevertheless, in a tunnel environment when there is no train, the number of scatters is generally low as well as the spread of the angle of arrival of the rays due to the guided effect. In this context the use of MIMO systems and their efficiency is not obvious [8] .
The modal theory [9] shows that in infinite rectangular cross section tunnels, free propagation is possible when the transverse dimensions are large compared to the wavelength. In this specific case, the tunnel can be compared to an oversized lossy waveguide. In this condition, the modal theory shows that only the hybrid modes denoted EH mn are able to propagate, where m and n stand for the mode order. The higher order modes are very numerous near the transmitter, and fade rapidly with the increasing of the distance between the transmitter and the receiver [10] . Far from the transmitter, it remains only two main modes which interfere together. From [10] , three areas can be clearly identified: 1) approximately from 0 to 150 m, 2) from 150 to 400 m, 3) above 400 m. According to the decrease of the number of active modes, the full rank of the channel matrix H can not be guaranteed over all the tunnel length. Subsequently, the ergodic channel capacity C decreases significantly. [8] has shown that confined environments like tunnels lead to narrowband channels at high frequencies. Thus, assuming a time-invariant and flat fading channel, the ergodic channel capacity formulation is [2] :
where N Tx and N Rx are the number of elements at the transmitter and receiver arrays, respectively, I is the identity matrix, SNR stands for the Signal-to-Noise Ratio, and HH H traduces the correlation at the receiving side. Assuming this channel capacity formulation, we have to study the influence of the correlation at the receiver according to the transmitter-receiver distance onto the channel modeling, and thus onto channel capacity.
In this paper, we investigate 4×4 MIMO channel correlation properties for several configurations of the transmitting and receiving arrays, in two underground railway tunnels. A full 3D ray-tracing based wave propagation simulator [11] is used to compute the deterministic channel matrix H according to the transmitter-receiver distance at 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz. In this paper, two channel modeling are proposed. First, the channel is modeled in a global way over all the tunnel length, using the Kronecker [12] and Weichselberger [13] correlation based MIMO models. Then, the tunnel is separated in multiple areas to ensure the stationarity of the correlation properties. In each area, the channel is modeled using the two models. Finally, we present a comparative study between these specific channel models and the simulation results in terms of channel capacity. This paper is structured as follows. We first introduce in Section II the configurations simulated thanks to a 3D ray-tracing based software. In addition, the Kronecker and Weichselberger models are also described. In Section III, the influence of the geometric configuration of the antennas, in the tunnel and on the trains, on the correlation at the receiver is analyzed. In Section IV, the influence of the channel modeling considering 1) a unique model, or 2) two specific models over two different areas according to the correlation level, is discussed. We will then conclude and give the perspectives to this work.
II. MIMO CHANNEL SIMULATIONS
Firstly, we present the two underground railway tunnels, varying the antenna configurations in the tunnel and on the train. Each 4×4 MIMO channel matrix H, obtained for specific antenna configurations in an environment, has been simulated thanks to a 3D ray-tracing based software [11] . This software computes all the possible paths followed by an electromagnetic wave between a receiver and a transmitter, assuming the electromagnetic parameters (relative permittivity, conductivity) of the objects in the scene and a specific number of interactions (reflection and/or diffraction). A previous study has shown that the channel matrix H can be studied in narrowband [8] for the considered configurations. In this paper, this MIMO channel matrix H is used to model the channel using existing MIMO channel models such as the Kronecker and the Weichselberger models. These channel models are detailed in a second step. 
A. Description of the tested configurations
Several realistic configurations are simulated, varying the position of the receiver in a tunnel and the orientation of the transmitter and the receiver antennas. The 1-track tunnel (4.5×4.5×500 m) can be 1) empty, or 2) with a parked train (3×4×120 m) between the transmitter and the receiver. Figure 1 illustrates these two configurations. Table I gives the relative permittivity and the conductivity of the materials used to model the environment in the 3D ray-tracing based software. Notice that in the empty tunnel case, this software is configured to compute all the paths which exist between the transmitter and the receiver assuming 10 reflections. On the contrary, the number of reflections is reduced to 9 in the second environment, and the number of diffractions is set to 1. Indeed, many paths can be diffracted by an edge of the parked train. Both transmitter and receiver are 4-elements antennas, disposed at various places as indicated in Figure 2 . The four elements of the transmitter are 1 m spaced and fixed on the tunnel ceiling. Three configurations are tested (TP1, TP2, TP3): the angle between the orientation of the transmitter axis and the main direction of the tunnel varies from 0 to 90
• passing through 45
• . The elements of the receiver are closer (0.65 m spaced) due to the lack of space available on the roof of the train. Three configurations are also studied (RP1, RP2, RP3). The two first ones are located on the roof of the train, oriented in the same direction as the longitudinal axis of the tunnel and perpendicular to it, respectively. The third one is located onto the back windshield of the train in a rectangular shape. The coordinates of the elements of each antenna configurations are given in Table II .
Channel matrices H are computed for all the configurations of the transmitting and receiving arrays 1) over all the tunnel length (X = [0; 500] m) in an empty tunnel, 2) after the end of the parked train (X = [310; 500] m) in the second environment. Indeed, it is not realistic to have the receiver above the parked train in a 1-track tunnel. The sampling rate is equal to 0.5 m.
B. Channel modeling
The development and the evaluation of new digital wireless transmission systems need faithful channel models. A lot of models exist in the literature, and they can be classified in two main categories [14] .
Physical models are often based on an accurate geometrical description of the propagation environment. They can be deterministic, when they use channel parameters deduced from measurement campaigns or simulation tools (with a 3D ray-tracing based simulator for example) [15] . In this case, the accuracy is high, as the cost in materials, human or computing resources. To eliminate previous drawbacks, researchers have developed many statistical physical models, based on the characterization of the scatters present in the propagation environment [16] . The most used for example are the one-ring and two-ring models [5] and the distributed scatters model [17] . The major drawback of these models remains the determination of the statistical distributions of the scatters in the environment. Analytical models or stochastic models are independent of the geometric environment description. They are based on the statistical properties of the channel such as the correlation computed from measurements or simulations. There are different possibilities to take into account the correlation between the arrays elements at the receiver and at the transmitter but also in the channel. Several stochastic models were compared in [18] . One of the simplest is the Kronecker model [12] assuming perfect independence of the correlation between transmission and reception sides, while the coupling between the transmitting and receiving arrays can be taken into account using the Weichselberger model [13] .
The two models are based on the following decomposition of the channel matrix H, filled with complex coefficients, which can be written as follows:
R H is the correlation/covariance matrix of the channel, g is an i.i.d. random fading vector with unit variance and the operator vec {·} stacks a matrix into a vector, columnwise.
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1) Kronecker model:
The Kronecker model assumes a correlation at the transmitter independent from the correlation at the receiver. So the total correlation of the channel R H can be expressed as the Kronecker product (⊗) of the correlation matrices at the transmitter R Tx and at the receiver R Rx :
Thus, using (3) in (2), we obtain the following relation for the Kronecker model:
Notice that the covariance matrices can be used instead of the correlation matrices in (4). This formulation is very simple and easily usable once we have obtained the correlation/covariance matrices.
2) Weichselberger model:
Contrary to the Kronecker model, the Weichselberger model takes into account the correlation in the channel between the transmitter and the receiver.
Its formulation is based on the well known Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the correlation matrices R Tx and R Rx , as:
where:
-U Tx and U Rx are unitary matrices; their columns contain the eigen vectors of R Tx and R Rx respectively, -Λ Tx and Λ Rx are diagonal matrices filled with the eigen values of R Tx and R Rx respectively. Using (5) and (6) in (4), the following relation can be obtained:
where is the Schur-Hadamard product, and Ω traduces the coupling between the transmitter and the receiver. Its coefficients w mn > 0 are equal to:
In (8), E H {·} denotes expectation with respect to H.
III. CHANNEL CORRELATION In this section, the importance of the orientation of the transmitting and receiving antennas is studied, computing the correlation level at the receiver. The correlation level at the receiver is directly linked with the theoretical channel capacity (1) through the product HH H . Smaller the correlation level is, greater the theoretical channel capacity is. So, the aim of this section is to identify the best antenna configurations which maximize the channel capacity, and thus offer the maximal diversity which can be traduced into robustness or high data rate capabilities in a wireless communication. 
A. Empty tunnel
For each position of the train (from 0 to 500 m), the correlation ρ at the receiver is computed. Figure 3 presents these correlation coefficients according to the distance for all the 9 transmitter-receiver combinations at 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz. This figure highlights the increase of the correlation coefficient with the transmitter-receiver distance when the transmitter and/or receiver arrays (TPj × RP1, TP1 × RPk, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}) are oriented in the same direction as the main tunnel axis x. In these specific cases, two areas can be distinguished. The first one, called A1, starts from 0 to 150 m and shows fluctuations of the correlation level. The second one, named A2, starts from 150 to 500 m and presents high correlation values roughly equal to 1.
On the contrary, the correlation coefficient at the receiver is quite constant over all the tunnel length for specific antenna configurations. The main orientation of these antenna arrays is transverse to the longitudinal axis of the tunnel (TP2 × RP2 for example). These configurations lead to a smaller coefficient correlation due to the increase of the spatial diversity. The solution, which consists in positioning the antenna arrays onto the back windshield of the train (TP3 × RPk, k ∈ {2, 3}), shows similar performance. Table III summarizes the correlation coefficients averaged over both areas A1 and A2 identified previously (calledρ), at 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz, respectively. When the angle between the array and the tunnel axis is reduced to 0
• (TPj × RP1, TP1 × RPk, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}), the mean correlation values are different in each area. In the area A1 (first 150 m), the mean correlation values are between 0.76 and 0.93, while they reached 0.99 in the area A2 (from 150 to 500 m). [19] has explained that spatial diversity can be compared in the tunnel with the concept of modal diversity. Consequently, the correlation between the received modes can increase rapidly with the transmitter-receiver distance, specifically when the transmitting and receiving arrays are oriented along the x axis.
To maximize the modal diversity, the element arrays have to be oriented in a plane coplanar with the tunnel cross section. Thus, it appears that the correlation level in the TPj × RPk, j, k ∈ {2, 3} configurations decreases significantly (0.49 <ρ < 0.64 at 2.4 GHz and 0.50 <ρ < 0.60 at 5.8 GHz) and is independent from the transmitter-receiver distance. This small values are possible thanks to the modal diversity which can be maintained in these specific antenna configurations even far from the transmitter [19] .
The main observations are the same at 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz: 1) two areas A1 and A2 for the configurations TPj × RP1 and TP1 × RPk, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, 2) a unique global behavior for the configurations TPj × RPk, j, k ∈ {2, 3}. The correlation level is smaller at 5.8 GHz than at 2.4 GHz for the configurations TPj × RP1 and TP1 × RPk, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3} in the area A2. At this frequency, the modal diversity increases due to a higher number of active hybrid modes that propagate [19] .
B. Tunnel with a parked masking train between the transmitting and receiving sides
In the presence of a masking train parked in the middle of the tunnel, the correlation level at the receiver can be computed only between 310 and 500 m. Figure 3 summarizes these results for all the antenna configurations. Only one behavior can be observed: the correlation level varies around a constant mean value from 310 to 500 m. In comparison with the empty tunnel, the correlation level is significantly smaller for the configurations TPj × RPk, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3} at 2.4 GHz (Table IV) . In these specific cases, the parked train added some spatial diversity at the receiver.
C. Conclusion
In this section, two different behaviors of the correlation level have been observed. When the transmitting and receiving antenna arrays are oriented in a plane coplanar with the tunnel cross section, the modal diversity leads to an uncorrelated channel in the overall tunnel length (from 0 to 500 m). On the contrary, two different behaviors can be observed if the antenna arrays at the transmitting and/or receiving sides are oriented along the direction of the longitudinal tunnel axis: close from the transmitter the channel is highly correlated (about 0.90), far from the transmitter it is totally correlated (about 0.99).
IV. CHANNEL MODELING
The previous section has shown that the correlation at the receiver can evolve significantly with the transmitter-receiver distance. This behavior has been only observed in the empty tunnel environment, and particularly when the transmitter and/or receiver are oriented in the longitudinal tunnel direction. This section focuses on the importance to match with real channel behavior in the system performance analysis, computing a channel model over the area A1, and another one over the area A2. The analysis has been performed for the empty tunnel environment. First, we compute a single model over the total tunnel length, using the Kronecker and the Weichselberger models. Then, we compute these two different models over the areas A1 and A2, respectively. Finally, the channel capacity (1) is computed using the two channel models for each areas (A1, A2, and over the total tunnel length) and we compare these results with those obtained directly from the channel matrices computed with the 3D ray-tracing based software in identical area conditions.
Figures 4 and 5 show the channel capacity results using the channel matrices H obtained respectively from the simulations and the Kronecker model and the Weichselberger model in the TP2 × RP2 and TP1 × RP1 configurations, respectively. Notice that these results are averaged over the areas where they are computed (all the tunnel, area A1 or area A2). In the configuration TP2 × RP2, the antennas are oriented in a plane coplanar with the tunnel cross section. In this case, the previous section has shown that the correlation at the receiver is independent from the transmitter-receiver distance; so the strategy which consists in modeling the channel in two different areas does not seem to be really interesting. Indeed, the channel capacity values are quite similar whatever the strategy we consider. Table V confirms these observations for this specific configuration and for those (TPj × RPk, j, k ∈ {2, 3}) which have highlighted a constant correlation level whatever the transmitter-receiver distance is. On the contrary the choice of a strategy before modeling the channel is very important in the TP1 × RP1 configuration. The different values of the correlation level according to the distance lead to a great error onto the mean channel capacity over the total tunnel length. The estimated channel capacity for a SNR = 30 dB is equal to 18 Table V) , respectively. So, modeling the channel in two different areas appears as a better choice to well model the channel behavior. This observation can be generalized in the other antenna configurations (TPj × RP1, TP1 × RPk, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}) for which a high correlation degree far from the transmitter has been obtained when the transmitter and/or receiver arrays are oriented according to the longitudinal axis of the tunnel.
Moreover, the Kronecker model gives better channel modeling results in terms of channel capacity compared to those obtained directly from the simulations, unlike the Weichselberger one. This observation can be performed in the areas A1 and A2, and also over the total tunnel length. Nevertheless, the Weichselberger model is sometimes better, in some specific configurations, but the differences with the Kronecker model results are too small. So, due to its implementation facility and its great performance, the Kronecker model can be chosen to model the channel in the underground tunnels that we have tested.
Finally, this section has shown that it is useful V. CONCLUSION This paper has presented an interesting study which has focused on the importance to have an accurate description of the correlation variations in an underground tunnel environment, in order to well model the MIMO channel, using Kronecker and Weichselberger correlation based channel models. This study has been performed in two different underground railway environments: 1) a 1-track empty tunnel, and 2) a 1-track tunnel with a masking train parked between the transmitting and receiving sides. In such environment, the 4×4 MIMO channel matrix has been computed thanks to a 3D ray-tracing based software for various antenna configurations at 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz.
The study of the correlation level at the receiver has highlighted two different behaviors according to the antenna configurations. When the antennas are oriented in the same direction as the longitudinal axis of the tunnel at the transmitting or receiving sides, the correlation level increases with the transmitter-receiver distance. Thus, two areas have been identified: the first one called A1 starts from 0 to 150 m; the second one named A2 follows the first one until the end of the tunnel (from 150 to 500 m).
On the contrary, when the transmitting and receiving antennas are located in a plane coplanar with the tunnel cross section, the correlation is constant over the total tunnel length, due to the diversity of the hybrid modes which propagate. In terms of channel modeling, it is really interesting to subdivide the tunnel in areas where the correlation properties are significantly different, in order to have a better modeling of the channel behavior whatever the transmitter-receiver distance is. When the correlation level is quite constant over the total tunnel length (antennas perpendicular to the tunnel axis), it is sufficient to consider only a single model, valid over the whole tunnel length.
In future works, we will focus on the improvement of the channel modeling results, and on their understanding using the modal theory. More complicated scenes will be also studied (2-track tunnels, stations, etc.), and other antenna configurations will be investigated. Measurements are planned to validate this approach.
